
Online Appendix

A Omitted Proofs

Before giving a complete proof of Proposition 1, I first present several sup-

porting results which are used for proofs in both the one-dimensional and

two-dimensional cases. I present them in the general two-dimensional form,

but they are easily adapted to the one-dimensional case.

A.1 General Supporting Results

Lemma A.1. The complete information equilibrium is given by qCI(f, δ) = 1,

pCI(f, δ) = f − k/n(θCI(f, δ)), where θCI(f, δ) solves m′(θ)(1− δ)f = k.

Proof. If asset quality and seller patience were public information, this is the

canonical competitive search model of Moen (1997), where the E[f̃ |p, q] term

is replaced by the directly observed asset quality f . Condition (ii)(b) implies

that there are no off-equilibrium terms (p′, q′) and θ(p′, q′) such that sellers are

indifferent and buyers earn strictly positive profit. So the complete information

terms (pCI , qCI)(f, δ) and liquidity θCI(f, δ) must be Pareto efficient. The

equilibrium may be found by choosing p, q, and θ to maximize the profit of

each type of seller, subject to buyer zero-profit. Solving for p in the buyer’s

free entry condition and substituting into the seller’s objective function gives

maxθ>0,q∈[0,1]m(θ)q(1− δ)f − kθ. The result follows immediately.

Lemma A.2. In equilibrium, all sellers receive strictly positive expected utility,

and therefore all sellers attempt to trade with buyers.

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that there exists some seller (f, v) ∈ S̃ that

receives zero expected utility, and let vi be the infimum of seller values v that

receive zero expected utility in equilibrium. Then max(p,q)∈M m(θ(p, q))q(p −
vi) ≤ 0. Recall that for any (p, q) ∈ M , θ(p, q) > 0 and buyer free-entry is

satisfied, so q > 0. Therefore, the supremum ps of prices posted in equilibrium
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must satisfy ps ≤ vi. But then buyers can post off-equilibrium p′ ∈ (vi, f(vi)−
k) and q′ = 1, and expect some type in the set {(f, v) ∈ S̃ : v ≥ vi}. But then

E[f̃ |p′, 1] ≥ f(vi) and θ(p′, 1) = 0. So then n(θ(p′, q′))q′(E[f̃ |p′, q′] − p′) =

n(0) · 1 · (E[f̃ |p′, 1] − p′) = E[f̃ |p′, 1] − p′ ≥ f(vi) − p′ > k. So (p′, 1) is a

profitable deviation, which is a contradiction.

Because all sellers attempt to trade with buyers, each seller will select an

optimal (p, q) in equilibrium. I follow Chang (2018) by recasting the problem

as one of mechanism design. By the revelation principle, an allocation satisfies

the seller’s optimality condition in the equilibrium definition if and only if the

seller truthfully reports his type under a direct revelation mechanism that

maps reports (f, v) to the triple (p, θ, q). Under such a mechanism, a seller of

type s = (f, v) who reports ŝ = (f̂ , v̂) receives expected profit:

Π((f̂ , v̂)|(f, v)) ≡ m(θ(f̂ , v̂))q(f̂ , v̂)(p(f̂ , v̂)− v).

I denote the equilibrium payoff to seller s = (f, v) who tells the truth as

Π((f, v)|(f, v)) = Π(f, v). The following lemma gives necessary and sufficient

conditions on the mechanism (p, θ, q) for truth-telling to be incentive compat-

ible for all sellers.

Lemma A.3. A mechanism (p, θ, q) satisfies global incentive compatibility

(GIC) if and only if

(i) Common profit: the equilibrium profit Π(f, v) is constant in f , depending

only on v. Therefore, this profit may be denoted by Π(v).

(ii) Envelope: seller profit Π(v) is absolutely continuous and therefore differ-

entiable almost everywhere. Where Π′(v) exists, it satisfies

− Π′(v) = m(θ(f, v))q(f, v) ∀f ∈ S̃(v), (ENV)

where S̃(v) = {f : (f, v) ∈ S̃}.

(iii) Monotonicity: Given ŝ = (f̂ , v̂) and s = (f, v), if v̂ > v, then

m(θ(ŝ))q(ŝ) ≤ m(θ(s))q(s).
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Proof. First I show that global incentive compatibility implies the conditions

in the lemma. Global incentive compatibility implies that

Π(ŝ|ŝ) ≥ Π(s|ŝ)

= Π(s|s) + Π(s|ŝ)− Π(s|s)

= Π(s|s)−m(θ(s))q(s)(v̂ − v)

Switching ŝ and s and combining inequalities gives

−m(θ(s))q(s)(v̂ − v) ≤ Π(ŝ|ŝ)− Π(s|s) ≤ −m(θ(ŝ))q(ŝ)(v̂ − v) (A.1)

Part (i): Clearly, if v̂ = v, then Π(ŝ|ŝ) = Π(s|s), regardless of f̂ and f .

Therefore, Π((f, v)|(f, v)) is constant in f , and is fully determined by v.

Part (ii): By part (i), write Π((f, v)|(f, v)) = Π(v), and rewrite (A.1) as

−m(θ(s))q(s)(v̂ − v) ≤ Π(v̂)− Π(v) ≤ −m(θ(ŝ))q(ŝ)(v̂ − v). (A.2)

The right hand inequality indicates that if v̂ > v, then Π(v̂) ≤ Π(v), so Π

is decreasing in v. Next, for any ε > 0, choose an arbitrary set of disjoint

intervals (ak, bk) in V = [v, v̄] such that
∑N

k=1(bk−ak) < ε and set of arbitrary

asset qualities {fk} so that fk ∈ S̃(ak). Then

N∑
k=1

|Π(bk)− Π(ak)| = −
N∑
k=1

(Π(bk)− Π(ak))

≤
N∑
k=1

m(θ(fk, ak))q(fk, ak)(bk − ak)

≤
N∑
k=1

(bk − ak) < ε,

so Π is absolutely continuous, and is therefore differentiable almost everywhere.

Now if Π′(v) exists, then dividing (A.2) by (v̂ − v) and letting v̂ go to v from

above and below gives (ENV).

Part (iii): This follows directly from (A.2).
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I now show that the conditions in the lemma imply global incentive compat-

ibility. Denotem(θ(f, v))q(f, v) byH(f, v). Next, take {ŝ, s} ≡ {(f̂ , v̂), (f, v)} ⊂
S̃, and let h(·) be any function over [v, v̂] with h(v) = f , h(v̂) = f̂ , and such

that the graph of h is contained in S̃. The lemma’s third condition guarantees

that H(h(·), ·) is decreasing, and the second condition indicates that where Π′

exists, which is almost everywhere, then −H(h(v), v) = Π′(v). I now have

Π(ŝ|ŝ) = Π(v̂) = Π(v) +

∫ v̂

v

Π′(t)dt = Π(v)−
∫ v̂

v

H(h(t), t)dt

≥ Π(v)−
∫ v̂

v

H(f, v)dt = Π(v)−m(θ(s))q(s)(v̂ − v)

= Π(s|ŝ),

where the second equality follows from the absolute continuity of Π, and the

inequality follows from the fact that H(h(·), ·) is decreasing. Therefore, global

incentive compatibility holds.

Corollary A.1. If m(θ(f, v))q(f, v) is continuous in v at some value, then

Π(·) is differentiable at the same value, and therefore Π′(·) = m(θ(f, ·))q(f, ·))
at that value.

Proof. Divide (A.2) by v̂ − v, and let v̂ converge to v above and below. Then

apply Lemma A.3.

Lemma A.4. In equilibrium, sellers with higher value v sell at a weakly higher

price p.

Proof. By Lemma A.2, every seller chooses some terms (p, q) at which to

attempt trade. Given (f, v), (f ′, v′) ∈ S̃, with v < v′, let (p, q) and (p′q′) denote

their respective contracts, and let m = m(θ(p, q)) and m′ = m(θ(p′, q′)). By

Lemmas A.3 and A.2, 0 < m′q′ ≤ mq. IC of (f ′, v′) is m′q′(p′−v′) ≥ mq(p−v′),
which implies p′ ≥ [(mq)/(m′q′)](p− v′) + v′ ≥ p− v′ + v′ = p.

Definition A.1 (Off-Equilibrium Beliefs). For all (p, q) /∈ M , θ(p, q) and
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µ(f, δ|p, q) satisfy

(f, δ) is in the support of µ(·|p, q) only if (f, δ) ∈ arg inf
(f ′,δ′)

θ(p, q, f ′, δ′),

θ(p, q) = inf
(f ′,δ′)

θ(p, q, f ′, δ′),

where

θ(p, q, f, δ) ≡ inf{θ : m(θ)q(p− δf) ≥ Π(f, δ)}

and Π(f, δ) is the equilibrium payoff of type (f, δ).

Given the specification of off-equilibrium beliefs above, the following lemma

shows which seller types are attracted to particular buyer deviations.

Lemma A.5. Given off-equilibrium terms (p, q) /∈M , if there exists a type v

such that θ(p, q, f, δ) <∞, then

(i) if p is greater than all equilibrium prices, buyers expect types with the

highest value v̄;

(ii) if p is less than all equilibrium prices, buyers expect types with the lowest

value v;

(iii) if there exist types who choose p (but not q) in equilibrium, then letting

A denote the set of private values v of those types, buyers expect a subset

of types whose private value v also lies in A;

(iv) if p is between equilibrium prices, buyers expect a subset of the types at

which the price function jumps over p.

Proof. By Lemma A.3, Π(f, δ) is a function only of the product v = δf , and

therefore, θ(p, q, f, δ) also depends on f and δ only through the product v = δf .

So we can write θ(p, q, v). By the definition of θ(p, q, v), it is the unique value

θ which solves m(θ)q(p − v) = Π(v) if q(p − v) > Π(v) and ∞ otherwise. By

Lemma A.3, Π(·) is continuous and convex, and therefore has left and right

derivatives Π′− and Π′+. So θ(p, q, ·) is also continuous and has left and right
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derivatives θv− and θv+ over {v ∈ V : Π(v)/[q(p − v)] < 1}. Taking the right

derivative of m(θ(p, q, v))q(p− v) = Π(v) with respect to v gives

θv+m
′(θ(p, q, v))q(p− v)−m(θ(p, q, v))q = Π′+(v) ≥ −m(θ(f, v))q(f, v),

where the inequality follows from (A.2). Rearranging the above expression

gives θv+m
′(θ(p, q, v))q(p−v) ≥ m(θ(p, q, v))q−m(θ(f, v))q(f, v) = Π(v)/(p−

v)−Π(v)/(p(f, v)−v) = [p(f, v)−p]Π(v)/[(p−v)(p(f, v)−v)]. So if p < p(f, v),

then θv+(p, q, v) > 0. A similar argument shows that if p > p(f, v), then

θv−(p, q, v) < 0.

(i) If p > p(f, v) for all (f, v) ∈ S̃, then θv−(p, q, v) < 0 for all v ∈ V , so

arg minv θ(p, q, v) = v̄.

(ii) If p < p(f, v) for all (f, v) ∈ S̃, then θv−(p, q, v) > 0 for all v ∈ V , so

arg minv θ(p, q, v) = v.

(iii) Let A = {v ∈ V : p(f, v) = p for some f ∈ S̃(v)}. Because p(f, v) is

weakly increasing in v, A is connected. If v′ exceeds all v ∈ A, then for all

f ′ ∈ S̃(v′), it must be that p(f ′, v′) > p, so θv+(p, q, v′) > 0. If v′ is less than all

v ∈ A, then for all f ′ ∈ S̃(v′), it must be that p(f ′, v′) < p, so θv−(p, q, v′) < 0.

Therefore, arg minv′ θ(p, q, v
′) ⊂ A.

(iv) If p lies between equilibrium prices, then there must be some v such

that the price function p(f, v) jumps over p at v. Because p is weakly increasing

in v, for all (f ′, v′) such that v′ > v and f ′ ∈ S̃(v′), it must be that p(f ′, v′) > p,

so θv+(p, q, v′) > 0; and for all (f ′, v′) such that v′ < v and f ′ ∈ S̃(v′), it must

be that p(f ′, v′) < p, so θv−(p, q, v′) < 0. As a result, arg minv′ θ(p, q, v
′) =

v.

A.2 Proof of Proposition 1

I claim that the unique equilibrium takes the following form:

q(f) = 1, p(f) = f − k θ(f)

m(θ(f))
,
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where θ(f) is the strictly decreasing solution to

m(θ) +
(
m′(θ)(1− δ)f − k

)dθ
df

= 0, θ(f) = θCI(f). (A.3)

This equilibrium is simply a special case of the multidimensional equilib-

rium of Theorem 2, in which δ = δ̄. But Proposition 1 makes the stronger

claim of uniqueness in the class of all equilibria. To establish uniqueness, I

first show that in the one-dimensional setting of Proposition 1, the price must

be strictly increasing in f . The remaining steps follow from the proof of The-

orem 2, which effectively assumes a strictly increasing price by assuming full

separation (see Lemma 1), but I spell out these steps here for completeness.

Lemma A.6. For fixed δ, the equilibrium price p(f) is weakly increasing in

f .

Proof. For fixed δ, v = δf is strictly increasing in f , so the result follows from

Lemma A.4.

Lemma A.7. The equilibrium price p(f) is strictly increasing in f .

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that there exist f, f ′ ∈ [f, f̄ ] such that f < f ′

and p(f) = p(f ′). To avoid multiplying notation, let p denote the pooling

price and p(·) denote the price function. Let A ≡ {f ∈ [f, f̄ ] : p(f) = p}, and

f̂ ≡ sup(A). Also let the function h(f) = E[f̃ |p(f), q(f)] denote the buyer’s

expected quality for trading at the terms (p, q) that type f chooses.

The function p(·) is constant over A, so because Π(·) is continuous in f by

Lemma A.3, it must be that m(θ(f))q(f) = Π(f)/(p− δf) is also continuous

in f . Therefore, by Corollary A.1, −Π′(f) = δm(θ(f))q(f) = δΠ(f)/(p− δf)

over A. Solving this differential equation shows that Π(f) = C(p − δf) over

A for some constant C, and therefore m(θ(f))q(f) = C for all f ∈ A.

Lemma A.8. The price function p(·) must be continuous at f̂ .

Proof. Because p(·) is increasing (Lemma A.7), p(·) is left- and right-continuous

everywhere. Let p+ denote the right limit of p(·) at f̂ , and of course p is the

left limit.
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Suppose to the contrary that p(·) is discontinuous at f̂ . Then p < p+

and p(f̂) ∈ [p, p+]. Suppose a buyer considers deviating by posting p′ ∈
(p, p+) \ {p(f̂)} and q′ = 1. Then by Lemma A.5, buyers expect type f̂ ,

so θ(p′, 1) = θ(p′, 1, f̂). By the continuity of Π(·), Π(f̂) = limf↑f̂ Π(f) =

C(p − δf̂). So then m(θ(p′, 1, f̂)) · 1 · (p′ − δf̂) = Π(f̂) = C(p − δf̂), and

therefore m(θ(p′, 1)) = m(θ(p′, 1, f̂)) < C = m(θ(f))q(f) ≤ m(θ(f)) for all

f ∈ A, which implies θ(p′, 1) < θ(f) for all f ∈ A.

Observe that there exists an f ∈ A such that h(f) < f̂ , so

n(θ(p′, q′))q′(E[f̃ |p′, q′]−p) = n(θ(p′, 1))[f̂−p] > n(θ(f))q(f)(h(f)−p) = k. So

for small enough p′ > p, n(θ(p′, q′))q′(E[f̃ |p′, q′]−p′) > n(θ(f))q(f)(h(f)−p) =

k, and therefore (p′, 1) is a profitable deviation.

Lemma A.9. Let B(ε) = (f̂ , f̂ + ε). For all ε > 0, supf∈B(ε) q(f) = 1.

Proof. Let I(p′) = {f ∈ [f, f̄ ] : p(f) = p′} and let ρ(ε) = inff∈B(ε)[sup(I(p(f)))−
inf(I(p(f)))]; that is, ρ(ε) is the infimum of the lengths of intervals in B(ε)

on which p(·) is constant. I claim that for all ε > 0, ρ(ε) = 0. If not, then

for all f ∈ (f̂ , f̂ + ρ(ε)), p(f) is constant and strictly greater than p, which

contradicts the continuity of p(·) at f̂ .

That ρ(ε) = 0 for all ε > 0 implies supf∈B(ε) q(f) = 1. To see this, sup-

pose to the contrary that there exists q′ < 1 such that q(f) < q′ for all

f ∈ B(ε). But consider the deviation (p′, 1), where p′ is chosen so that the

length of I(p′) is arbitrarily small. Then by Lemma A.5, E[f̃ |p′, 1] is arbi-

trarily close to h(f) for any f ∈ I(p′). Also, by Lemma A.5, there exists an

f ∈ I(p′), such that θ(p′, 1) = θ(p′, 1, f). Observe that m(θ(p′, 1, f))(p′ −
δf) = Π(f) = m(θ(f))q(f)(p′ − δf), which implies that m(θ(p′, 1, f)) =

m(θ(f))q(f) < m(θ(f)), and therefore θ(p′, 1) = θ(p′, 1, f) < θ(f). So then

n(θ(p′, 1))(E[f̃ |p′, 1]−p′) > n(θ(f))q(f)(h(f)−p′) = k, so (p′, 1) is a profitable

deviation.

I now show that there exists some f ′′ > f̂ close to f̂ such that when buyers

search at terms (p(f ′′), q(f ′′)), they earn strictly positive profit, contradicting
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equilibrium.

Fix some f ∈ A, where f < f̂ . I know that h(f) < f̂ , that q(f) ≤ 1,

and that m(θ(f))q(f) = C, which means m(θ(f)) = C/q(f) ≥ C, implying

θ(f) ≥ m−1(C). Therefore, n(m−1(C))[f̂ − p] > n(θ(f))q(f)[h(f)− p] = k.

By the continuity of Π(·) and p(·) at f̂ , m(θ(·))q(·) is also continuous at f̂ ,

so as f ↓ f̂ , m(θ(·))q(·) ↑ C. By Lemma A.9, there exists f ′′ > f̂ such that

q(f ′′) is arbitrarily close to 1, and therefore m(θ(f ′′)) is arbitrarily close to C,

which implies θ(f ′′) is arbitrarily close to m−1(C). Finally, f ′′ > f̂ implies

h(f ′′) ≥ f̂ . So there exists f ′′ > f̂ such that n(θ(f ′′))q(f ′′)[h(f ′′) − p(f ′′)]

is arbitrarily close to n(m−1(C))[h(f ′′) − p] ≥ n(m−1(C))[f̂ − p] > k, and

therefore n(θ(f ′′))q(f ′′)[h(f ′′)− p(f ′′)] > k, which contradicts the buyer zero-

profit condition.

The remainder of the proof is simply a special case of the proof of Theorem

2, beginning with Lemma 2. In particular, the proof of Theorem 2 may be

applied to this case to show that for all f ∈ [f, f̄ ], q(f) = 1, that θ(f) is

continuous and satisfies the differential equation in the theorem, and buyers

cannot profitably deviate. For completeness, I spell out these remaining steps

here.

Lemma A.10. For all f ∈ [f, f̄ ], q(f) = 1.

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that there exists an f ∈ [f, f̄ ] such that

q(f) < 1. By Proposition A.7, p(·) is invertible, so type f is the only type

which chooses price p(f). As a result, if buyers post off-equilibrium terms

(p(f), 1), by Lemma A.5 they expect type f . Their expected market tightness

θ(p(f), 1) is given by θ(p(f), 1, f), which solves m(θ(p(f), 1))(p(f) − δf) =

Π(f) = m(θ(f))q(f)(p(f) − δf), so m(θ(p(f), 1)) = m(θ(f))q(f) < m(θ(f)),

and therefore θ(p(f), 1) < θ(f). Buyer’s expected profit from posting (p(f), 1)

is n(θ(p(f), 1))(f − p(f)) > n(θ(f))q(f)(f − p(f)) = k, so (p(f), 1) is a prof-

itable deviation, contradicting equilibrium.

Given Propositions A.7 and A.10, and buyer zero-profit, we must have
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Π(f) = m(θ(f))(1 − δ)f − kθ. Let ΠCI(f) = m(θCI(f))(1 − δ)f − kθCI(f),

where θCI(f) is the unique maximizer of m(θ)(1 − δ)f − kθ. Then given

f ∈ [f, f̄ ], for any Π ∈ (0,ΠCI(f)), the concavity of m(θ)(1− δ)f − kθ implies

that there exist exactly two values of θ that solve Π = m(θ)(1 − δ)f − kθ,

which I denote by θU(Π, f) and θD(Π, f), where θU(Π, f) > θD(Π, f).

Next, I show that θ(f) is continuous for all f > f . If θ(f) has a dis-

continuity, then by Lemma A.4, it must jump downward. By the continuity

of Π(·), it must jump from θU(Π(f), f) to θD(Π(f), f), which can only oc-

cur once. If the jump occurs at some f ′ > f , then for all f < f ′, θ(f)

is continuous and equal to θU(Π(f), f), and by Corollary A.1, Π(·) is dif-

ferentiable in this range, which implies so is θ(f) = θU(Π(f), f). We then

have Π′(f) = [m′(θ(f))(1 − δ)f − kθ(f)]θ′(f) + m(θ(f))(1 − δ), which im-

plies [m′(θ(f))(1 − δ)f − kθ(f)]θ′(f) = Π′(f) − m(θ(f))(1 − δ) < 0. Be-

cause θ(f) = θU(Π(f), f), it must be that m′(θ(f))(1 − δ)f − k < 0, so

θ′(f) > 0, contradicting Lemma A.4. So for all f > f , θ(f) is contin-

uous and equal to θD(Π(f), f). By Corollary A.1, −δm(θ(f)) = Π′(f) =

[m′(θ(f))(1− δ)f − kθ(f)]θ′(f) +m(θ(f))(1− δ), which gives the differential

equation in the proposition.

To show the boundary condition θ(f) = θCI(f), suppose not. I first show

that pCI(f) = f − k/n(θCI(f)) 6= p(f) for all f , establishing that pCI(f) is

a deviation. First observe that for all f > f , θ(f) = θD(Π(f), f) ≤ θCI(f).

So by the monotonicity of θ(f) and the continuity of θCI(f), it must be that

θ(f) ≤ limf→f θ(f) ≤ θCI(f) for all f > f . But then for all f > f , pCI(f) =

f − k/n(θCI(f)) < f − k/n(θ(f)) = p(f), and of course pCI(f) 6= p(f), so

pCI(f) is a deviation.

If buyers post p′ = pCI(f) and q′ = 1, then by Lemma A.5, they ex-

pect type f , so θ(p′, 1) satisfies m(θ(p′, 1))(p′ − δf) = Π(f) < ΠCI(f) =

m(θCI(f))(pCI(f) − δf). This implies θ(p′, 1) < θCI(f). But then buyers ex-

pect profit n(θ(p′, 1))[f − pCI(f)] > n(θCI(f))[f − pCI(f)] = k, so (pCI(f), 1)

is a profitable deviation, contradicting equilibrium. Therefore, θ(f) = θCI(f).

I now check that buyers do not have a profitable off-equilibrium deviation.
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First observe the equilibrium prices p occupy the same space [p, p̄] as in the

one-signal case, but equilibrium q is equal to 1 everywhere, so M = [p, p̄] ×
1. First observe that m(θ(p, q, f))q(p − δf) = Π(f). Following the same

reasoning as in the case with one signal, θ3(p, q, f) has the same sign as (p(f)−
δf)/(p−δf)−1. So if buyers deviate with (p, q) ∈ [p, p̄]× (0, 1), then θ(p, q, f)

is minimized by the unique f ∈ [f, f̄ ] that chooses p in equilibrium; i.e.,

p(f) = p. Therefore, θ(p, q) = θ(p, q, p∗−1(p), and I have m(θ(p, q))q(p −
δf) = Π(f) = m(θ(f))(p(f)− f), where f is the type which chooses p(f) = p

in equilibrium (and therefore (p − δf) and (p(f) − δf) cancel). This gives

m(θ(p, q)) = m(θ(f))/q > m(θ(f)), because q < 1. Therefore, θ(p, q) > θ(f),

and because n(θ) = m(θ)/θ is strictly decreasing, I have k = n(θ(f))(f −
p(f)) = n(θ(f))(f − p) > n(θ(p, q))q(f − p), so (p, q) ∈ [p, p̄] × (0, 1) is not

a profitable deviation. Next, suppose a coalition of buyers post a price p >

p̄ and q ∈ [0, 1]. First recall that ;because θ3(p, q, f) has the same sign as

(p(f) − δf)/(p − δf) − 1, for p > p̄ ≡ p(f̄), θ(p, q, f) must be minimized by

f̄ . So buyers expect type f̄ , and θ(p, q) = θ(p, q, f̄ for p > p̄. Next, observe

that θ(p, 1) satisfies m(θ(p, 1))(p− δf̄) = Π(f) = m(θ(f̄))(p(f̄)− δf̄), so then

θ(p, 1) < θ(f̄). Because θ(f̄) is less than the complete information θ and θ(p, 1)

is even lower, I must have m(θ(f̄)(f̄ − δf̄) − k(θ(f̄)) > m(θ(p, 1))(f̄ − δf̄) −
kθ(p, 1). So the zero-profit condition of buyers who trade with f̄ in equilibrium

gives

0 = m(θ(f̄))(f̄ − p(f̄))− kθ(f̄)

= m(θ(f̄))(f̄ − Π(f̄)/m(θ(f̄))− δf̄)

= −Π(f̄) +m(θ(f̄))(f̄ − δf̄)− kθ(f̄)

> −Π(f̄) +m(θ(p, 1))(f̄ − δf̄)− kθ(p, 1)

= −m(θ(p, 1))(p− δf̄) +m(θ(p, 1))(f̄ − δf̄)− kθ(p, 1)

= m(θ(p, 1))(f̄ − p)− kθ(p, 1)

Dividing both sides by θ(p, 1) gives 0 > n(θ(p, 1))(f̄ − p)− k. Next, note that

for q ∈ [0, 1], m(θ(p, q))q(p − δf̄) = m(θ(p, 1))(p − δf̄), so θ(p, q) ≥ θ(p, 1),
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and I have n(θ(p, q))q(f̄ − p)− k, so (p, q) ∈ (p̄,∞)× [0, 1] is not a profitable

deviation. Finally, suppose that a coalition posts p < p with q ∈ [0, 1]. Again,

because θ3(p, q, f) has the same sign as (p(f) − δf)/(p − δf) − 1, if (p, q)

attracts any type, it must be f , so θ(p, q) ≡ θ(p, q, f). Recall that f receives

the complete information liquidity, and because m(θ(p, q))q(p− δf) = Π(f) =

m(θ(f))(p(f) − δf) and therefore θ(p, q) > θ(f) = θCI(f), it must be that

m(θ(f))(f−δf)−kθ(f) > m(θ(p, q))(f−δf)−kθ(p, q). So applying the same

reasoning as for p > p̄, I have 0 > n(θ(p, q))(f−p)−k ≥ n(θ(p, q))q(f−p−k),

so (p, q) ∈ [0, p)× [0, 1] is not a profitable deviation.

A.3 Lemmas supporting Theorem 1

Lemma A.11. If εh(y) < εk(q) for all (y, q) ∈ [0, 1]2, then θ̄ ≡ inf{θ ≥ 0 :

m(θ) = 1} <∞.

Proof. If not, then m strictly increases for all θ ≥ 0. By Lemma G.1, the

elasticity of m, denoted εm(θ), goes to zero as θ goes to ∞. Because h is

the inverse of m over [0,∞), we have εh(m(θ)) = 1/εm(θ) → ∞ as θ → ∞,

contradicting εh(y) < εk(q) for all (y, q) ∈ [0, 1]2.

Lemma A.12. If εh(y) = εk(q) for all (y, q) ∈ [0, 1]2, then there exists a

constant c such that if yq = φ, then k(q)h(y) = cφ.

Proof. If εh(y) = εk(q) for all (y, q) ∈ [0, 1]2, then h and k must have constant

elasticity εh = εk. Then h solves h′(y) = εhh(y)/y, which has general solution

h(y) = Chy
εh for some constant Ch, and similarly k(q) = Ckq

εk = Ckq
εh . Note

that 1 = limθ→0 n(θ) = limy→0 y/h(y) = limy→0C
−1
h y1−εh , so εh = Ch = 1.

So for any (y, q) ∈ [0, 1]2, if φ ≡ yq, then k(q)h(y) = Ck(yq) = Ckφ. Let

c ≡ Ck.

A.4 Lemmas supporting Theorem 2.

Proof of Lemma 2 Suppose there exists v ∈ V , such that q(f(v), v) < 1. Let

p′ = p(f(v), v). I claim that (p′, 1) is off-equilibrium. To see this, note that by
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Lemma 1, if there exists a type that selects (p′, 1) in equilibrium, it must have

value v, and some quality f > f(v). By Lemma A.3, m(θ(f(v), v))q(f(v), v)·
(p(f(v), v)− v) = Π(v) = m(θ(f, v)) · 1 · (p′− v), so then θ(f(v), v)) > θ(f, v).

But then n(θ(f, v))(f − p′) > n(θ(f(v), v))q(f(v), v)(f(v)− p′) = k, violating

the buyer zero-profit condition. So (p′, 1) is off-equilibrium.

If buyers post (p′, 1), by Lemma A.5, they expect a subset of

S̃(v), so E[f̃ |p′, 1] ≥ f(v). Observe that m(θ(p′, 1)) · 1 · (p′ − v) =

Π(v) = m(θ(f(v), v))q(f(v), v)(p(f(v), v) − v), which implies m(θ(p′, 1) =

m(θ(f(v), v))q(f(v), v) < m(θ(f(v), v)), and therefore θ(p′, 1) < θ(f(v), v).

Therefore, n(θ(p′, 1))(E[f̃ |p′, 1]−p′) > n(θ(f(v), v))q(f(v), v)(f−p(f(v), v)) =

k, so (p′, 1) is a profitable deviation, contradicting equilibrium.

Proof of Lemma 3. To show that θ(·) is continuous, note that if it

has a discontinuity, then by Lemmas A.3 and 2, it must jump downward.

By the continuity of Π(·), it must jump from θU(Π(v), v) to θD(Π(v), v),

which can only occur once. If the jump occurs at some v′ > v, then for

all v < v′, θ(v) is continuous and equal to θU(Π(v), v). By Corollary A.1,

Π(v) is differentiable in this range, with derivative Π′(v) = −m(θ(v)), which

implies θ(v) = θU(Π(v), v) is also differentiable. For all v < v′, we have

Π(v) = m(θ(v))(f(v) − v) − kθ(v), and therefore −m(θ(v)) = Π′(v) =

[m′(θ(v))(f(v)−v)−k]θ′(v)+m(θ(v))(f ′(v)−1), which implies [m′(θ(v))(f(v)−
v) − k]θ′(v) = −m(θ(v))f ′(v) ≤ 0. Because θ(v) = θU(Π(v), v), it must

be that m′(θ(v))(f(v) − v) − k < 0. If v > δ̄f , then f(v) = v/δ̄, so

f ′(v) = 1/δ̄ > 0, and therefore θ′(v) > 0, contradicting Lemma A.4. If

v < δ̄f , then f(v) = f , so f ′(v) = 0, and therefore θ′(v) ≥ 0. But by buyer

zero profit, n(θ(v))(f − p(f, v)) = k, and since the price is strictly increasing

in v, θ(v) must be strictly decreasing, a contradiction. So for all v > v, θ(v)

is continuous and equal to θD(Π(v), v).

Lemma A.13. The lowest value type (f, v) receives the complete information

market tightness: θ(v) = θCI(v).

Proof. To show the boundary condition θ(v) = θCI(v), suppose not. I first
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show that pCI(f, v) = f − k/n(θCI(v)) 6= p(f, v) for all (f, v) ∈ S̃, es-

tablishing that pCI(f, v) is a deviation. First observe that for all v > v,

θ(v) = θD(Π(v), v) ≤ θCI(v). Also, for all v ∈ [v, δ̄f ], buyer zero profit

n(θ(v))(f − p(f, v)) = k and Lemma 1 imply that θ(v) is strictly decreasing.

So by the strict monotonicity of θ(v) and the continuity of θCI(v), it must be

that θ(v) < limv→v θ(v) ≤ limv→v θCI(v) = θCI(v) for all v > v. Also note

that for all (f, v) ∈ S̃ with v > v, Π(v) = m(θ(f, v))q(f, v)(p(f, v) − v) =

−Π′(v)(p(f, v) − v), so p(f, v) = −Π(v)/Π′(v) + v = p(f(v), v). But then for

all (f, v) ∈ S̃ with v > v, it must be that pCI(f, v) = f − k/n(θCI(v)) <

f(v) − k/n(θ(v)) = p(f(v), v) = p(f, v); and by assumption of course

pCI(f, v) 6= p(f, v), so pCI(f, v) is a deviation.

If buyers post p′ = pCI(f, v) and q′ = 1, then by Lemma A.5, they ex-

pect type v = δf , so θ(p′, 1) satisfies m(θ(p′, 1))(p′ − v) = Π(v) < ΠCI(v) =

m(θCI(v))(pCI(f, v) − v). This implies θ(p′, 1) < θCI(v). But then buyers

expect profit n(θ(p′, 1))[f − pCI(f, v)] > n(θCI(v))[f − pCI(f, v)] = k, so

(pCI(f, v), 1) is a profitable deviation, contradicting equilibrium. Therefore,

θ(v) = θCI(v).

Lemma A.14. Given (p, q), if p /∈ [p, p̄], then (p, q) is not a profitable devia-

tion.

Proof. Suppose that a coalition posts p > p̄, with any q ∈ [0, 1]. Then

by Lemma A.5, buyers expect v̄ = δ̄f̄ . Next, observe that θ(p, 1) satisfies

m(θ(p, 1))(p− v̄) = Π(v̄) = m(θ(f̄ , v̄))(p(v̄)− v̄), where I have used q(f̄ , v̄) = 1;

so then, θ(p, 1) < θ(f̄ , v̄). Because θ(f̄ , v̄) is less than the complete informa-

tion θ, and θ(p, 1) is even lower, I must have m(θ(f̄ , v̄))(f̄ − v̄) − kθ(f̄ , v̄) >

m(θ(p, 1))(f̄ − v̄) − kθ(p, 1) So the zero-profit condition of buyers who trade
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with (f̄ , v̄) in equilibrium gives

0 = m(θ(f̄ , v̄))(f̄ − p(v̄))− kθ(f̄ , v̄)

= m(θ(f̄ , v̄))(f̄ − Π(v̄)/m(θ(f̄ , v̄))− v̄)− kθ(f̄ , v̄)

= −Π(v̄) +m(θ(f̄ , v̄))(f̄ − v̄)− kθ(f̄ , v̄)

> −Π(v̄) +m(θ(p, 1))(f̄ − v̄)− kθ(p, 1)

= −m(θ(p, 1))(p− v) +m(θ(p, 1))(f̄ − v̄)− kθ(p, 1)

= m(θ(p, 1))(f̄ − p)− kθ(p, 1).

Dividing both sides by θ(p, 1) gives 0 > n(θ(p, 1))(f̄ − p)− k. Next, note that

for q ∈ [0, 1], m(θ(p, q))q(p − v̄) = m(θ(p, 1))(p − v̄), so θ(p, q) ≥ θ(p, 1), and

I have 0 > n(θ(p, q))q(f̄ − p)− k, so (p, q) ∈ (p̄,∞)× [0, 1] is not a profitable

deviation.

Suppose that a coalition posts p < p, with q ∈ [0, 1]. By Lemma A.5,

buyers expect type v = δf . Recall that (f, v) receives the complete information

allocation, so m(θ(f, v)(f − v)− kθ(f, v) ≥ m(θ(p, q))q(f − v)− kθ(p, q). So

the zero-profit condition of buyers who trade with (f, v) in equilibrium gives

0 = m(θ(f, v))(f − p(v))− kθ(f, v)

= m(θ(f, v))(f − Π(v)/m(θ(f, v))− v)− kθ(f, v)

= −Π(v) +m(θ(f, v))(f − v)− kθ(f, v)

≥ −Π(v) +m(θ(p, q))q(f − v)− kθ(p, q)

= −m(θ(p, q))q(p− v) +m(θ(p, q))q(f − v)− kθ(p, q)

= m(θ(p, q))q(f − p)− kθ(p, q).

Dividing both sides by θ(p, q) gives 0 ≥ n(θ(p, q))q(f − p) − k, so (p, q) ∈
[0, p]× [0, 1] is not a profitable deviation, and the proof is complete.

A.5 Proofs for Section 5

Proof of Proposition 2 (i) and (ii): As p increases, v increases (Theorem

2 part (ii)), so m(θ)q decreases. If q is fixed, then θ must decrease, and vice
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versa. (iii): Fixing p is equivalent to fixing v (Theorem 2 parts (i) and (ii)),

so apply part (iii) of Theorem 2.

Proof of Proposition 3.

Part (i): Given p, Theorem 2 parts (i) and (ii) imply that v is fixed, so

apply part (iii) of Theorem 2.

Part (ii): Denote the liquidity and quantity over domain S̃ by θ̃ and q̃,

and over domain S by θ and q. Denote S̄ ≡ {(f, δ) ∈ S : δf > δ̄f} and

S ≡ {(f, δ) ∈ S : δf < δ̄f}. Then θ(f, δ) = θ̃(f, δf) and q(f, δ) = q̃(f, δf).

This gives

θ1 = θ̃1 + θ̃2δ

= −1

k
[Π′(v) + δΠ′′(v)(f − v)].

Also note that differentiating (5) with respect to v gives[
m′(θ(v))(f(v)− v)− k

]
Π′′(v) = −Π′(v)m′(θ(v))f ′(v), (A.4)

where I denote θ(v) ≡ θ̃(f(v), v) as the liquidity of the lowest quality asset f

for a given private valuation v, and therefore the argument of m′ in (A.4) and

of m in (5) is θ(v).

First, I show that if δf > δ̄f , then liquidity is strictly decreasing in asset

quality f . Use (A.4) to solve for Π′′(v), note that if δf > δ̄f , then f(v) = v/δ̄.

Rearrange the above equation to get

θ1 =
−Π′(v)

k[m′(θ(v))(1− δ̄)v/δ̄ − k]
[−(δ̄ − δ)m′(θ(v))v/δ̄ − k] < 0.

Next, I show that for high enough matching efficiency r, if δf < δ̄f , then

liquidity is strictly increasing in asset quality. Consider θ1(f, δ), which is the

liquidity partial derivative with respect to f . Recall that kθ(f, δ) = −Π(δf)−
Π′(δf)(f − δf). Differentiating with respect to f gives

kθ1(f, δ) = −Π′(δf)− Π′′(δf)(1− δ)δf (A.5)

For a given v, denote the liquidity associated with the lowest type f(v) as

θ(v) ≡ θ̃(f(v), v). In the low value region S = {(f, δ) : δf < δ̄f}, f(v) = f ,
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so θ(v) = θ̃(f, v) and q̃(f, v) = 1. Then I can compute Π′′(v) by noting

that Π′(v) = −m(θ(v)). It can be easily shown that because f(v) = f in S,

then types on the left border receive the complete information allocation, so

m′(θ(v))(f − v) = k. This gives Π′′(v) = −m′(θ(v))θ′(v) = − [m′(θ(v))]2

m′′(θ(v))(f−v)
.

Returning to (A.5), I have

kθ1(f, δ) = m(θ(v)) + δ
[m′(θ(v))]2

m′′(θ(v))

(f − v)

(f − v)
.

Dividing both sides by m(θ(v)) and incorporating the assumed form of m(θ) =

(1+θ−r)−1/r, I have that θ1(f, δ) > 0 if and only if (1+r)θ(v)r > δ(f−v)/(f−
v). Use m′(θ(v))(f − v) = k to solve for θ(v), plug in the previous inequality,

and rearrange to get that θ1(f, δ) > 0 if and only if(
f(1− δ)

k

) r
1+r

>
δ

1 + r

f − v
f − v

+ 1. (A.6)

By assumption, f(1 − δ)/k > 1, so as r → ∞, the limit of the left hand side

of (A.6) is strictly greater than the limit of the righthand side, and therefore

θ1(f, δ) > 0 for high enough r.

Proof of Proposition 4. To show (i), note that because

g(δ) and ĝ(δ) satisfy MLRP, g(δ) first order stochastically dom-

inates ĝ(δ). For fixed f , p(δf) is strictly increasing in δ, so

Eg[p(δf)] =
∫ ∫

p(δf)g(δ)dδg(f)df >
∫ ∫

p(δf)ĝ(δ)dδg(f)df = Eĝ[p(δf)].

Total volume
∫ ∫

m(θ(f, δ))q(f, δ)g(δ)dδg(f)df and average liquidity∫ ∫
θ(f, δ)g(δ)dδg(f)df follow from the same argument, noting that

m(θ(f, δ))q(f, δ) and θ(f, δ) are, for fixed f , decreasing in δ.

To show (ii), first note that applying the change of variables to g(f |δ) gives

g(v|δ) = gf |δ(vδ
−1|δ)δ−1 = ĝ(v|δ). So given δ < δ′ and some fixed v,

g(δ|v)

ĝ(δ|v)
=

g(v|δ)g(δ)
g(v)

ĝ(v|δ)ĝ(δ)
ĝ(v)

=
g(δ)

ĝ(δ)

ĝ(v)

g(v)
<
g(δ′)

ĝ(δ′)

ĝ(v)

g(v)
=

g(v|δ′)g(δ′)
g(v)

ĝ(v|δ′)ĝ(δ′)
ĝ(v)

=
g(δ′|v)

ĝ(δ′|v)
,

and therefore g(δ|v) and ĝ(δ|v) satisfy MLRP, so g(δ|v) first order stochasti-

cally dominates ĝ(δ|v). For a fixed price p, the seller value v is also fixed, so
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average quality may be computed by Eg[f |p(v) = p] =
∫ δ̄(v)

δ(v)
vδ−1g(δ|v)dδ <∫ δ̄(v)

δ(v)
vδ−1ĝ(δ|v)dδ = Eĝ[f |p(v) = p], where the inequality follows from δ−1

decreasing, and FOSD of g(δ|v) over ĝ(δ|v). The argument for quantity and

liquidity is the same, noting that q̃(vδ−1, v) and θ̃(vδ−1, v) are strictly increas-

ing and decreasing in δ, respectively.

B Important Properties of the Matching

Function

For full separation, it is sufficient that m is differentiable and strictly increasing

everywhere. Differentiability permits full separation of seller values v, and

strictly increasing permits full separation of asset qualities f among sellers of

common value v; I explain both of these claims below. Note that there exist

strictly concave matching functions which satisfy these assumptions, such as

the CES function m(θ) = (1 + θ−r)−1/r or the urn ball matching function

m(θ) = 1 − e−θ (see Rogerson, Shimer, and Wright (2005)), but that strict

concavity is not required; there may be linear regions of the matching function

provided that there are no kinks or constant regions.

To see how differentiability guarantees full separation of seller values v,

recall that under full separation, sellers with the worst asset quality f re-

ceive their complete information allocation, as no other types desire to mimic

them. By Lemma A.1, the complete information θ and q for these types is

arg maxθ,qm(θ)q(1− δ)f − kθ, so qCI = 1 and k/[(1− δ)f ] ∈ ∂m(θCI), where

∂m(θ) is the superdifferential of m at θ. If m is differentiable everywhere, then

∂m is a singleton (the derivative) for all θ ≥ 0, so each θCI on the left border

corresponds to a unique type (f, δ); i.e., θCI(f, ·) is invertible. Futhermore, by

concavity of m, θCI(f, ·) is strictly decreasing.

The fact that θCI(f, ·) is strictly decreasing implies that n(θCI(f, ·)) is

strictly increasing. To see this, note that because m′(θCI(f, δ))(1− δ)f = k <

m′(0)(1− δ)f , we must have m′(θCI(f, δ)) < m′(0). But then m(θCI(f, δ)) =
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∫ θCI(f,δ)

0
m′(θ)dθ <

∫ θCI(f,δ)

0
m′(θCI(f, δ))dθ = m′(θCI(f, δ))θCI(f, δ). The

derivative of n(θ) = m(θ)/θ is

n′(θ) =
d

dθ
[m(θ)θ−1]

= m′(θ)θ−1 −m(θ)θ−2 = θ−1[m′(θ)−m(θ)θ−1],

and the above immediately gives that n′(θCI(f, δ)) < 0. As a re-

sult, n(θCI(f, ·)) is strictly increasing. The buyer free entry condition is

n(θCI(f, δ)) · 1 · [f − pCI(f, δ)] = k, so pCI(f, ·) is strictly increasing, and

therefore invertible.

On the other hand, if for some δ ∈ (δ, δ̄), market tightness θCI(f, δ) occurs

at a kink of m, then ∂m(θCI(f, δ)) is non-singleton, so there exists δ′ 6= δ such

that k/[(1−δ′)f ] ∈ ∂m(θCI(f, δ)). Therefore θCI(f, δ) = θCI(f, δ
′), so θCI(f, ·)

is constant for some range of δ, and by buyer zero-profit, so is pCI(f, ·); i.e.

pCI(f, ·) is not invertible, so separation of seller value v = fδ fails.

To summarize, if m is kinked, several types on the left border have the

same complete information market tightness θCI and therefore the same price

pCI , which kills separation. Interestingly, the sharper the kink at some θ (that

is, the larger the size of the superdifferential ∂m(θ)), the more pooling in v

occurs, because more types δ satisfy k/[(1− δ)f ] ∈ ∂m(θ), and therefore more

types have the same complete information θ.

To see how a strictly increasing m allows separation of asset qualities f

among sellers of common value v, recall that incentive compatibility requires

that all sellers of common value v receive the same profit Π(v) = m(θ)q(p−v),

sell the same expected fraction m(θ)q, and therefore receive the same price

p. Under full separation, buyers flood into submarkets with higher quality f

assets, driving up the market tightness θ. If m is strictly increasing, higher

θ raises the sellers’ matching probability m(θ), which makes sellers willing to

signal their type by offering a lower fraction q. But if m is constant for high

enough θ, then selling probability m(θ) is constant for sellers of high quality

f . IC requires that m(θ)q is constant for all sellers of common value, so if
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m(θ) is constant for the high quality sellers, q must also be constant for those

sellers, killing separation.

Note that if differentiability fails, a strictly increasing matching function

still guarantees that there exists an equilibrium which fully separates all asset

qualities f . For example, suppose that m is kinked only at some θ̂, but still

strictly increasing for all θ > θ̂. Also suppose that there exists a subset

D ⊂ [δ, δ̄] such that k/[(1− δ)f ] ∈ ∂m(θ̂) for all δ ∈ D. Then in equilibrium,

types (f, δ) with δ ∈ D will offer q = 1, face market tightness θCI = θ̂, and

receive price p = f − k/n(θ̂), so they pool in price. However, conditional on

that price, buyers are attracted to higher quality assets, so those assets receive

higher θ. Because m is increasing in θ, sellers with better assets are therefore

willing to offer a lower quantity q, sustaining separation in f . So although at

that price, buyers cannot identify seller patience δ, they can still identify asset

quality f by observing the quantity offered.

B.1 Matching function m(θ) = min[θ, 1]

I now show that a piecewise linear matching function of the form m(θ) =

min[θ, 1] conflicts with the assumed rectangular type space [f, f̄ ]× [δ, δ̄], pre-

venting full separation. The key point is that this matching function implies

that all buyers match with the same probability (i.e., probability 1), shutting

down a degree of freedom for satisfying buyer zero-profit along the left border

of the type space. I then go on to show that, subject to an additional restric-

tion on beliefs, there exists an equilibrium in which a subset of types fully

reveal both dimensions of private information in a manner similar to Theorem

2.

Proposition B.1. If the matching function takes the form m(θ) = min[θ, 1],

then there does not exist a fully separating equilibrium.

Proof. By Lemma A.3, for almost every v ∈ V , Π′(v) exists and sat-

isfies −Π′(v) = m(θ(f, v))q(f, v). So for almost all v ∈ V , Π(v) =
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m(θ(f, v))q(f, v)(p(f, v) − v) = −Π′(v)(p(f, v) − v), and therefore p(·, v) is

constant. If the equilibrium is fully separating, then E[f̃ |p(f, v), q(f, v)] = f ,

so buyer zero profit gives k = n(θ(f, v))q(f, v)[f−p(v)] = m(θ(f, v))q(f, v)[f−
p(v)]/θ(f, v), which implies θ(f, v)k = −Π′(v)[f − p(v)]. Therefore, θ(f, v) is

strictly increasing in f , and full separation implies q(f, v) = −Π′(v)/m(θ(f, v))

is strictly decreasing in f , which implies θ(f, v) ≤ 1. Then for almost every

v ∈ V , n(θ(f, v)) = 1, so buyer zero profit implies k = q(f, v)(f − p(f, v)).

By Lemma 1, p(f, ·) is strictly increasing, and therefore there exist v, v′ with

v < v′ ≤ δ̄f such that q(f, v) = k/(f−p(f, v)) < k/(f−p(f, v′) = q(f, v′) ≤ 1.

By Lemma 2, this is a contradiction.

The key difference made by the matching function min{θ, 1} is that buyers

match with the same probability (i.e., probabiltiy 1).1 The intuition is easiest

to understand by considering sellers with the worst assets f = f , which occupy

the left boundary of the type space [f, f̄ ]× [δ, δ̄].

The problem is that as we move up along the left boundary (i.e., consider

higher δ among sellers of type (f, δ)), seller values v rise, so full separation

requires the price p to strictly increase. By buyer zero-profit, this increasing

price must be offset by increasing trade volume n(θ)q. Because all buyers

match with certainty under m(θ) = min{θ, 1}, volume is therefore simply

quantity q. But if quantity q increases along the left boundary, then buyers

have the incentive to deviate by offering impatient sellers a higher quantity

q′ > q, so this can’t be an equilibrium.

Although full separation cannot occur under this matching function, there

still exists an equilibrium which separates both dimensions among a subset of

seller types. Because this equilibrium involves some pooling, it requires further

assuming that when buyers deviate, they expect all types who are willing to

accept the lowest market tightness, not just a subset. That is, I strengthen

1. Incentive compatibility and full separation require variation in the sellers’ matching

probability m(θ), which can only vary if θ < 1. This implies buyers match with probability

n(θ) = 1.
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Definition A.1 so that for any off-equilibrium (p, q) /∈M ,

the support of µ(·|p, q) is equal to arg inf
(f ′,δ′)

θ(p, q, f ′, δ′). (B.1)

A similar restriction is used in Guerrieri and Shimer (2018), and under this

piecewise linear matching function, I do not know of an equilibrium that would

not require this additional restriction. For convenience, I introduce the nota-

tion ∆ ≡ E[f |(f, v) ∈ S, v ≤ ṽ] to denote the expected asset quality in the

lower-left region of the type space, and for some equilibrium profit function

Π(v), define

θ̂(f, v) ≡ −1

k
[Π(v) + Π′(v)(f − v)] ,

f̂(v) ≡ inf{f ∈ S̃(v) : θ̂(f, v) ≥ 1}.

Proposition B.2. There exists an equilibrium which features two-dimensional

separation among a subset of types with v > ṽ ≡ δ̄f , but pools all types in with

v ≤ ṽ. In particular,

(i) If v > ṽ, then the expected profit Π of seller (f, v) is characterized by

the strictly convex solution to the ODE (5), but with initial condition

Π(ṽ) = ΠCI(ṽ). The price satisfies p∗(f, v) = Π(v)/(−Π′(v) + v) and

quantity satisfies q̃∗(f, v) = −Π′(v)/m(θ̂(f, v)). Finally,

θ̃∗(f, v) =

θ̂(f, v) if θ̂(f, v) < 1

q̃∗(f̂(v),v)(E[f |f∈S̃(v),f≥f̂(v)]−p∗(f,v))
k

if θ̂(f, v) ≥ 1,

where f̂(v) = inf{f ∈ S̃(v)|}

(ii) All types with v ≤ ṽ pool, receiving price f − k, offering quantity 1, and

facing market tightness 1 + (∆− f)/k.

Proof. It is easy to see that Lemma (A.3) is satisfied: all sellers of common

value v receive the same profit, the expression for q(f, v) guarantees that the
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envelope condition is satisfied, and the convex solution to (5) must, by con-

vexity, have −Π′(v) = m(θ)q decreasing in v, which satisfies monotonicity.

So global incentive compatibility holds, and the seller optimality condition is

satisfied.

By construction of θ̃∗, buyer zero profit is satisfied, so it remains to check

that buyers cannot profit from offering off-equilibrium (p, q). In this equilib-

rium, p is continuous and weakly increasing, so the range of p(v) is an interval.

The proof that p > p(v̄) is not a profitable deviation is the same as in Theorem

2. Given a price p, quantity q is continuously decreases from 1 as quality f

increases, so the range of q is [q(p), 1], for some q(p) ∈ (0, 1]. If p is in the

range of p(v) but q < q(p), Lemma A.5 and (B.1) imply that buyers expect

all types who receive p in equilibrium. If p ∈ (p(ṽ), p(v̄)], there exists a v such

that p(v) = p, and buyers expect all sellers with value v. So the expected asset

quality from deviating is E[f |f ∈ S̃(v)] ≤ E[f |f ∈ S̃(v), θ̂(f, v) ≥ 1]. Offer-

ing these sellers q < q(p) requires compensating them with a higher matching

probability m(θ), implying θ(p, q) ≥ θ(f̄(v), v). But then buyers suffer a lower

matching probability, a lower quantity, and a lower expected value than if

they offered the same price but on-equilibrium quantities q, so this is not a

profitable devation.

If p = p(v) = f − k and q < q(p) = 1, buyers expect all sellers with value

v ≤ ṽ, and therefore expect asset quality ∆. But in equilibrium, all of those

types have m(θ) = 1 and q = 1, so there is no θ which would induce them

to accept (p, q). As a result, no types are attracted to (p, q), so θ = ∞, and

therefore (p, q) is not a profitable deviation.

If buyers offer p < p(v), Lemma A.5 says that if there is a seller which is

willing to accept a market tightness θ < 1, the type willing to accept the lowest

θ must have private value v, and therefore asset quality f . But in equilibrium,

types (f, v) have θ = 1 and q = 1, so there is no q or θ which would induce

them to accept p < p(v). As a result, no types are attracted to p < p(v), so

θ(p, q) =∞, and therefore p < p(v) is not a profitable deviation.
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Figure 1: The left panel illustrates the nature of the equilibrium over the type

space. The right panel illustrates the quantity and liquidity schedules along

an iso-value curve in the partial separation region.

The left panel of Figure 1 illustrates the nature of the equilibrium over

the type space. All types with v ≤ δ̄f pool in price and quantity, retaining

nothing. But if v > δ̄f , all types (f, v) with f > f(v) retain some of the asset,

which facilitates partial separation.

The right panel of Figure 1 illustrates the quantity and liquidity schedules

along an iso-value curve in the partial separation region. For the lowest quality

f(v) among assets of common value v, sellers offer their entire holdings (q = 1)

while facing liquidity θ < 1. Sellers of higher quality f reveal themselves

by offering a lower quantity q; they are willing to do this because they are

compensated with higher liquiditym(θ) due to their superior asset quality. But

because the matching function takes the form m(θ) = min{θ, 1}, the maximum

liquidity a retaining seller can receive is 1. So when liquidity reaches 1, sellers

with even better assets are unwilling to retain even more of the asset; i.e.,

they pool by offering the same quantity q. Liquidity θ then jumps up above

1, reflecting the average asset quality of the pooling sellers, although seller
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matching probability m(θ) is still just 1, preserving incentive compatibility.

C Example: Holding Cost

The methodology in the paper may be applied to a general class of problems

in which the seller has private information about both his own value and the

buyer’s value. For example, the seller’s private value may be a combination of

the asset quality and a holding cost, as in Chang (2018). This section studies

the implications if the sellers have a holding cost c, rather than patience δ.

Consider a seller who holds an asset at date 0 that pays f ∈ [f, f̄ ] at date

1. The seller has a holding cost c ∈ [c, c̄] that scales with the quantity of the

asset owned. Buyers post prices p and quantities q in a competitive search

market, and sellers choose a pair (p, q) at which to search for buyers. A sellers

with asset quality f and holding cost c who searches in a market with terms

(p, q) earns expected profit

(1−m(θ(p, q))[f − c] +m(θ(p, q))[qp+ (1− q)(f − c)]

= [f − c] +m(θ(p, q)q(p− (f − c)).

The chosen trade terms (p, q) affect only the second term, so sellers choose

(p, q) to maximize

m(θ(p, q))q(p− (f − c)).

It is clear from the form of the seller’s payoff function that most results are

the same as if seller patience was formalized with a discount factor δ, as in the

text of the paper. That is, if we define v = f − c, most proofs go through the

same as if v represents δf . There are two minor exceptions, though, which I

explain below.

The first exception is the complete information market tightness θ. Assum-

ing a holding cost c, complete information market tightness solves m′(θ)c = k,

and is therefore invariant to asset quality f , as in Chang (2018). But this

does not qualitatively affect the shape of asymmetric information equilibria,
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because under asymmetric information, only types holding the worst assets f

receive the complete information allocation.

The second exception is Proposition 3 part (ii), which shows that for a

fixed patience δ, liquidity θ may be nonmonotonic. Assuming a holding cost

c instead of patience δ, the result holds, though some expressions in the proof

are slightly different. I include the modified proof below for completeness.

Proof of Proposition 3 part (ii), assuming holding cost. Denote

the liquidity and quantity sold over domain S̃ by θ̃ and q̃, and over domain S

by θ and q. Then θ(f, c) = θ̃(f, f − c) and q(f, f − c) = q̃(f, f − c). This gives

θ1 = θ̃1 + θ̃2

= −1

k
[Π′(v) + Π′′(v)(f − v)].

Also note that differentiating (5) with respect to v gives[
m′(θ(v))(f(v)− v)− k

]
Π′′(v) = −Π′(v)m′(θ(v))f ′(v), (C.1)

where I denote θ(v) ≡ θ̃(f(v), v) as the liquidity of the lowest quality asset f

for a given private valuation v, and therefore the argument of m′ in (C.1) and

of m in (5) is θ(v).

First, I show that if f − c > f − c, then liquidity is strictly decreasing in

asset quality. Use (C.1) to solve for Π′′(v), and note that if f − c > f − c, then

f(v) = v + c. Rearrange the above equation to get

θ1 =
−Π′(v)

k[m′(θ(v))(f(v)− v)− k]
[(c− c)m′(θ(v))− k] < 0.

Next, I show that if f − c < f − c, then liquidity is strictly increasing in

asset quality. Recall that kθ(f, c) = −Π(f − c) − Π′(f − c)c. Differentiating

with respect to f gives

kθ1(f, c) = −Π′(f − c)− Π′′(f − c)c (C.2)

For a given v, denote the liquidity associated with the lowest type f(v) as

θ(v) ≡ θ̃(f(v), v). In the low value region S = {(f, c) : f−c < f−c}, f(v) = f ,
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so θ(v) = θ̃(f, v). Then I can compute Π′′(v) by noting that Π′(v) = −m(θ(v)).

It can be easily shown that because f(v) = f in S, types on the left border

receive the complete information allocation, so m′(θ(v))(f−v) = k. This gives

Π′′(v) = −m′(θ(v))θ′(v) = − [m′(θ(v))]2

m′′(θ(v))(f−v)
. Returning to (C.2), I have

kθ1(f, c) = m(θ(v)) +
[m′(θ(v))]2

m′′(θ(v))

f − v
f − v

.

Dividing both sides by m(θ(v)) and incorporating the assumed form of m(θ) =

(1+θ−r)−1/r, I have that θ1(f, c) > 0 if and only if (1+r)θ(v)r > (f−v)/(f−v),

where v = f−c. Use m′(θ(v))(f−v) = k to solve for θ(v), plug in the previous

inequality, and rearrange to get that θ1(f, c) > 0 if and only if(
f − v
k

) r
1+r

>
1

1 + r

f − v
f − v

+ 1, (C.3)

where v = f − c. By assumption, (f − v)/k > 1 in S, so as r →∞, the limit

of the left hand side of (C.3) is strictly greater than the limit of the righthand

side, and therefore θ1(f, c) > 0 for high enough r.

D Hump-Shaped Liquidity Intuition

Part (ii) of Proposition 3 predicts that liquidity may be hump-shaped in asset

quality, in contrast to one-dimensional models, which predict that liquidity is

monotonically decreasing in quality; the proposition is illustrated in Figure 2.

Intuitively, holding seller patience δ fixed, an increase in asset quality f

raises the seller value v and buyer value f simultaneously, and each channel

affects liquidity θ differently. By parts (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 2, the two

effects are respectively negative and positive; , so the result depend on which

effect dominates.

The first effect is more likely to dominate when r is high, because high

matching efficiency raises the relative value of searching for high-quality assets,

encouraging buyer entry in those markets. The second effect results from the
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Figure 2: Left panel: level curves of liquidity θ, where blue is low and red is

high. For fixed patience, liquidity may be hump-shaped in asset quality. Right

panel: sellers of low value v have a weak incentive to mimic slightly higher

types; sellers of high value have a strong incentive to mimic slightly higher

types.

distortion in trade terms required to prevent seller mimicry, so its magnitude

depends on the incentive to mimic.

To see this, consider the right panel of Figure 2. Because sellers of a

common private value v receive the same expected profit in equilibrium, the

profit achieved by sellers of common value v can be no higher than that of

the worst asset f(v) in their class. In Figure 2, the seller of value v2 has

a strong incentive to mimic the seller of value v3, because the lowest asset

quality among sellers of value v3 is significantly higher than among sellers of

value v2: f(v3) > f(v2). So the equilibrium prevents mimicry in the high-

value region by strongly distorting the higher-value sellers’ price upward and

expected quantity downward, which also strongly deters buyers, leading to a

sharp reduction in liquidity θ.

On the other hand, a seller of private value v1 has a weak incentive to
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mimic a seller of value v2, because they both have the same worst case: f(v1) =

f(v2) = f . This mild information asymmetry leads to only mild distortions

in price and average quantity sold.2 Intuitively, assets of varying qualities f

in the low value region sell at similar prices p and average quantity m(θ)q,

causing buyers to demand more high quality assets f , which then drives up

the market tightness θ.

E Additional Fire Sale Results

Proposition E.1. The results in Proposition 4 part (ii) hold regardless of

whether the average is computed per offer, per sale, quantity-weighted per offer,

or quantity-weighted per sale.

Proof. Proposition 4 computes the average per offer. For a fixed price p, the

seller value v is also fixed, so the total number of sales that occur at price p

is g(v)
∫ δ̄(v)

δ(v)
m(θ̃(vδ−1, v))g(δ|v)dδ. As a result, the average per sale may be

computed by integrating over the measure

gs(δ|v) ≡ m(θ̃(vδ−1, v))g(δ|v)∫ δ̄(v)

δ(v)
m(θ̃(vδ−1, v))g(δ|v)dδ

,

where I have cancelled g(v) from the numerator and denominator. Similarly,

the quantity-weighted average per sale may be computed by integrating over

the measure

gqs(δ|v) ≡ q̃(vδ−1, v)m(θ̃(vδ−1, v))g(δ|v)∫ δ̄(v)

δ(v)
q̃(vδ−1, v)m(θ̃(vδ−1, v))g(δ|v)dδ

And the quantity-weighted average per offer may be computed by integrating

over the measure

gq(δ|v) ≡ q̃(vδ−1, v)g(δ|v)∫ δ̄(v)

δ(v)
q̃(vδ−1, v)g(δ|v)dδ

.

2. Types (f, δ) on the left border in fact require no distortion in trade terms at all, but

their terms do mildly constrain the terms of interior types that have the same seller value

δf as left-border types (f, δ).
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Define ĝs, ĝqs, and ĝq analogously by replacing g(δ|v) with ĝ(δ|v) in each

expression above. It can be easily shown that MLRP of g(δ|v) and ĝ(δ|v)

implies MLRP and therefore FOSD of the weighted measures defined above.

From here, the proof of Proposition 4 part (ii) may be immediately applied.

F Comparison with Partial Pooling

Guerrieri and Shimer (2018) consider two dimensional private information in

a similar framework as this model. One crucial difference is that they do not

include the retention signal q in their framework, and therefore are unable to

fully separate both asset quality and seller impatience. This leads to a partial

pooling equilibrium in which sellers are distinguishable only up to their private

valuation δf .

This section compares the fully separating equilibrium of my model to

a partial pooling equilibrium analogous to their model. My setting is not

identical to the setup in Guerrieri and Shimer (2018), but the environments

are sufficiently similar to offer instructive comparisons. I first solve for partial

pooling equilibrium, and then show that it Pareto dominates full separation.

Proposition F.1. Suppose that E[f̃ |v] is strictly increasing in v, and that

when buyers post off-equilibrium terms (p, q) /∈M , they expect all types willing

to accept the lowest market tightness: arg inf(f ′,δ′) θ(p, q, f
′, δ′).

Then in the class of equilibria in which sellers of common value v pool,

there exists a unique equilibrium. It takes the following form:

p∗(f, v) =
Π(v)

−Π′(v)
+ v, q̃∗(f, v) = 1,

where θ(f, v) and Π(v) are characterized by

θ̃(f, v) = −1

k

[
Π(v) + Π′(v)(E[f̃ |δ̃f̃ = v]− v)

]
,

Π′(v) = −m
(
−1

k

[
Π(v) + Π′(v)(E[f̃ |δ̃f̃ = v]− v)

])
, Π(v) = ΠCI(f(v), v).

(F.1)
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Proof. The assumptions of the proposition along with Lemma A.5 effectively

reduce the private information to one dimension. As a result, the proof is

identical to that of Theorem 1, in which δ is public and only f is private. In

particular, one can show that the price function is strictly increasing in v, that

q(v) = 1 for all v ∈ V , and that θ(v) is continuous and attains the complete

information allocation at v = v. Continuity of θ(v) implies the differential

equation in the proposition.

The assumption of strictly increasing expected asset quality E[f̃ |δ̃f̃ = v] is

required in Guerrieri and Shimer (2018), and guarantees that sellers of lower

value v are tempted to mimic sellers of higher value v.

The key feature of this equilibrium is that every type attempts to sell the

entire quantity of the asset, so quantity sold q is equal to 1 for all types. This

leaves price p as the only distinguishing signal; the proposition shows that

price is an invertible function of seller value v, so buyers separate sellers only

up to v, as in Guerrieri and Shimer (2018). The next proposition compares

this partial pooling equilibrium to the fully separating equilibrium.

Proposition F.2. Let Σ be the Pareto optimal equilibrium in which all types

fully separate. Let Φ be the Pareto optimal equilibrium in which partial pooling

occurs in the following way: sellers with distinct private values δf separate,

and sellers with common private values δf pool.

Then partial pooling Φ Pareto dominates full separation Σ: ΠΦ(v) = ΠΣ(v)

and ∀v > v, ΠΦ(v) > ΠΣ(v).

Proof. Clearly, both equilibria have the same initial condition Π(v) =

ΠCI(f(v), v), and the only difference between (5) and (F.1) is that E[f̃ |f̃ δ̃ = v]

has been substituted for f(v). As long as some sellers of value v have assets

better than f(v), it must be that E[f̃ |f̃ δ̃ = v] > f(v).

Now suppose that the two equilibria have the same profit Π(v) for some v,

and consider how Π′(v) differs under the two equilibria. Let g be a placeholder
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for either expression E[f̃ |f̃ δ̃ = v] or f(v), and let α be a placeholder for Π′(v)

and write

α = −m
(
−1

k
[Π(v) + α(g − v)]

)
. (F.2)

Now fix v and Π(v), and consider how α changes as g increases from f(v)

to E[f̃ |f̃ δ̃ = v]. Differentiate both sides of (F.2) with respect to g, and solve

for α′(g) to obtain

α′(g) =
m′(...)(−α)

m′(...)(g − v)− k
> 0, (F.3)

where the inequality is due to the fact that α = Π′(v) is negative and the

denominator m′(...)(g − v) − k is positive. Therefore, Π′(v) is higher under

partial pooling where g = E[f̃ |f̃ δ̃ = v] > f(v) than under full separation where

g = f(v), so wherever ΠΦ(v) crosses ΠΣ(v), it must be that Π′Φ(v) > Π′Σ(v).

Finally, suppose there exists a v at which the profit function ΠΦ(v) under

pooling is less than or equal to that under full separation ΠΣ(v). Then because

the two equilibrium profit functions are equal at the initial condition Π(v) =

ΠCI(f, v), the pooling profit ΠΦ(v) must cross the separating profit ΠΣ(v)

from above, which contradicts Π′Φ(v) > Π′Σ(v). Therefore, for all v > v,

ΠΣ(v) < ΠΦ(v).

Figure 3 compares the expected profit Π(v), expected quantity m(θ)q, and

price p under partial pooling to the same values under full separation. It

also compares the average asset quality E[f |v] and the worst asset quality

f(v) among sellers of value v, assuming a uniform distribution over the type

space [f, f̄ ] × [δ, δ̄]. The figure shows that expected quantity m(θ)q may be

higher under separation than under pooling among low value sellers. This is

because, as explained in the text, in this region the incentive to mimic higher

value sellers is very weak under full separation, because the worst asset f(v)

(which constrains the payoff of all sellers of value v) is constant at f in that

region. In contrast, under partial pooling, the average quality E[f |v] is strictly
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increasing, so the incentive to mimic is greater, and expected quantity m(θ)q

must decrease steeply in order to prevent mimicry.

Still though, the expected profit is always higher under partial pooling, be-

cause the pooling price in each class v is high enough to offset potentially low

volume m(θ)q. This occurs for two reasons. The first is that when the pooling

volume sharply decreases, the price sharply increases in order to compensate

higher value sellers for the lower volume, preventing them from mimicking sell-

ers of lower value. The second reason is that under partial pooling, buyers pay

a price commensurate to the average asset quality, which is strictly higher than

the worst asset quality f(v) that determines the price under full separation.

It is not surprising that partial pooling improves the outcome for the worst

quality f(v) in each class v, because sellers of the worst assets receive a higher

price due to improved buyer expectations. But it may seem puzzling why the

best types are not worse off under partial pooling compared to full separation,

as is often the case in adverse selection models. The reason is that under full

separation, the best types do not strictly benefit from being identified by the

buyers. No single crossing condition exists along a fixed iso-value curve, so

there is no way to give the best types a better outcome than the worst types

without inducing mimicry by the worst types. As a result, under full separa-

tion, all types receive the same low profit as the worst type. Partial pooling

on the other hand, by improving the profit for the worst types, improves the

profit for all other types in the same class, and therefore Pareto dominates full

separation.

Although partial pooling Pareto dominates full separation, it is less ro-

bust to off-equilibrium beliefs. Defining T (p, q) = arg infs∈S̃ θ((p, q, ), s), the

standard restriction, which is used in the equilibrium definition, is given by:

For any pair (p, q) /∈M and type s,

s is in the support of µ(·|p, q) only if s ∈ T (p, q). (R)

There exist beliefs satisfying (R) which break partial pooling Φ and sup-

port full separation Σ, but not vice versa. The restriction (R) only pins down a
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Figure 3: The figure shows the expected seller profit Π (3a), expected quantity

m(θ)q (3b), and price p (3c) as a function of the seller’s private value v = δf ,

conditional on the equilibrium. In each subfigure, the solid blue line depicts

the partial pooling equilibrium, and the dotted red line depicts the separating

equilibrium. Here v = δf , ṽ = δ̄f , v′ = δf̄ , v̄ = δ̄f̄ , and E[f̃ |δ̃f̃ = v] in

panel 3d is computed assuming a uniform distribution over the type space

[f, f̄ ]× [δ, δ̄].
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unique private value v which buyers can expect to be attracted to a deviating

contract (p, q). However, sellers of common private value v differ in asset qual-

ity f . If, for example, buyers expect the best asset quality f̄(v) among these

sellers, then offering to buy a slightly smaller quantity q < 1 while receiving

a significantly better asset f̄(v) is a profitable deviation; and therefore the

pooling equilibrium is broken. This difficulty does not occur under full sepa-

ration, however, because for a fixed equilibrium price p, the lowest equilibrium

quantity q already corresponds to the highest asset quality f̄(v) among sellers

who post p; so buyers stand to gain nothing by offering an even lower quantity

q, which hurts both buyers and sellers.3

G Liquidity Converges to Retention

The equilibrium of Proposition 1 is similar to the retention equilibrium of

DeMarzo and Duffie (1999), in which there are no search frictions and higher

quality sellers separate by offering a lower quantity q. The following theorem

shows just how similar these two equilibria are: as participation costs k in my

model converge to zero, the equilibrium converges to an equilibrium equivalent

to that in DeMarzo and Duffie (1999).

Theorem G.1. As participation costs k → 0,

(i) p∗(f)→ f

(ii) m(Θ∗(f))→
(
f

f

) 1
1−δ

(iii) P ∗(m(θ))→ f

[m(θ)]1−δ
,

3. Guerrieri and Shimer (2018) justify their assumption that deviating buyers expect the

average quality among sellers of common v by pointing out that those sellers have the same

incentives. However, if we allow a kind of trembling hand irrationality in which only a

subset of those sellers deviate so that their expected quality is higher than that of all sellers

of common value v, then retention-free partial pooling may not be an equilibrium.
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which is equivalent to the separating equilibrium in DeMarzo and Duffie (1999)

if m(θ) is replaced by quantity sold q.

Proof. For ease of notation, I drop the ∗ on all equilibrium functions, use θ(f)

in place of Θ∗(f), and let θ ≡ Θ∗(f).

Part (i): The price function may be written as

P (θ(f)) = f − kθ(f)

m(θ(f))
,

so I must show that the discount kθ/m(θ) goes to zero as k goes to zero.

First consider the equilibrium for the lowest type f . Recall that θ solves

the complete information FOC m′(θ)(1− δ)f = k, so θ →∞ as k → 0. Using

the FOC, I can express the discount for f as

kθ

m(θ)
= (1− δ)f θm

′(θ)

m(θ)
.

The following lemma guarantees that this discount goes to zero.

Lemma G.1.

lim
θ→∞

θm′(θ) = 0

Proof. Observe that due to the concavity of m, for any θ̂ > 0, if θ > θ̂, then

m′(θ) <
m(θ)−m(θ̂)

θ − θ̂
.

So for any θ̂ > 0,

lim
θ→∞

θm′(θ) ≤ lim
θ→∞

θ

[
m(θ)−m(θ̂)

θ − θ̂

]
= lim

θ→∞

m(θ)−m(θ̂)

1− θ̂
θ

= 1−m(θ̂)

Since supθ̂m(θ̂) = 1, I must have limθ→∞ θm
′(θ) = 0.

Now recall from monotonicity that θ(f) < θ for any f > f , so as k → 0,

0 <
kθ

m(θ)
<

kθ

m(θ)
= (1− δ)f θm

′(θ)

m(θ)
→ 0.
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By the squeeze theorem, the discount kθ
m(θ)

for any f goes to zero, and therefore

P (θ(f))→ f .

Part (ii): Let Θ(f, k) be the equilibrium θ for a given f and k. Let h(θ, k)

be the inverse of Θ(f, k) so that h(Θ(f, k), k) = f . If so, then Θ1(h(θ, k), k) =
1

h1(θ,k)
. Then write (A.3) in terms of h:

(
m′(θ)(1− δ)h(θ, k)− k

)
= −m(Θ)h1(θ, k),

Using integrating factors, I can solve for h explicitly:

h(θ, k) = m(θ)−(1−δ)
(
k

∫
m(θ)−δdθ + C(k)

)
,

where

C(k) = fm(θ(k))(1−δ) − k
∫
m(θ)−δdθ

∣∣∣∣
θ=θ(k)

= fm(θ)(1−δ) − (1− δ)fm′(θ)
∫
m(θ)−δdθ

∣∣∣∣
θ=θ

Note that because limθ→∞m(θ)−δ = 1, it must be that

limθ→∞
∫
m(θ)−δdθ

∣∣
θ=θ

= ∞. Apply L’Hopital’s Rule first to Lemma

G.1 and then to the second term of C(k) to show that the second term

converges to zero, which implies C(k) → f . This implies that as k → 0,

h(θ, k)→ m(θ)−(1−δ)f ≡ h(θ). So then

P (θ, k) = h(θ, k)− kθ

m(θ)
→ h(θ) =

f

[m(θ)]1−δ
.

Part (iii): Note that h(θ) is invertible, so let Θ(f) be its inverse. Because

h(Θ(f, k), k) = f , it must be that Θ(f, k)→ Θ(f). By the continuity of m,

lim
k→0

m(Θ(f, k)) = m(Θ(f)) =

(
f

h(Θ(f))

) 1
1−δ

=

(
f

f

) 1
1−δ

.
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The first item of the theorem is intuitive; as participation costs go to zero,

buyers require no discount in order to compensate them for searching, so prices

converge to the inherent value of the asset. The second item illustrates the

equivalence of liquidity (probability of sale) in my model to retention (quantity

sold) in the model of DeMarzo and Duffie (1999). A seller with any particular

asset quality f will sell the asset, in the limit, with the same probability

m(Θ∗(f)) as his quantity sold Q∗(f) in the model of DeMarzo and Duffie

(1999). The third item follows from the first two, and is included simply for

completeness in order show that the relation between sale probability m(θ) and

price P ∗(m(θ)) is the same as DeMarzo and Duffie (1999)’s formula relating

price to quantity sold q.

The theorem is reassuring because it corresponds with our intuition that

screening sellers with liquidity (probability of sale) is analogous to screening

with quantity (quantity unsold); indeed, in the limit, the two instruments are

equivalent.

H Security Design

DeMarzo and Duffie (1999) solved their retention signaling equilibrium in order

to study security design; because my model builds on their framework, it

is natural to examine whether the addition of search frictions and privately

known patience alter the optimal security. As in DeMarzo and Duffie (1999),

here I explore security design before the arrival of private information. See Li

(2018) for a study of security design after the arrival of private information,

in a setting of competitive search. In her setting, sellers may signal with

the design of their securities, and in equilibrium they issue debt with many

tranches of differing seniority.

Suppose that before sellers privately learn ther patience δ ∈ [δ, δ̄] as well as

information related to the final payoff X ≥ 0 of their asset, they can design a

security F = φ(X) ∈ [0, X] to sell which is backed by that asset. Anticipating
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the arrival of private information and the fully separating equilibrium of the

competitive search trading game discussed above, the seller designs the security

that will result in the highest expected payoff.

After the design of the security, but before the sale, the seller receives pri-

vate information relevant to the payoff of the security. Denote the information

by random variable Z ∈ R, so that the issuer’s conditional belief of the un-

derlying cash flow is given by the probability measure ψ(·|Z), and the issuer’s

conditional expectation of the security’s value is E(F |Z). For each security de-

sign F , the issuer assumes some liquidity schedule θF (p, q) : R+× [0, 1]→ R+;

if the seller posts price p, then θF (p) is the market liquidity of the security F .

Given a security F , I can write the seller’s objective as a function of terms

(p, q), and therefore market tightness θF (p, q) as follows:

δE(X − F |Z) + [1−m(θF (p, q))]δE(F |Z) +m(θF (p, q))[(1− q)δE(F |Z) + qp]

= δE(X|Z) +m(θF (p, q))q[p− δE(F |Z)].

After the seller not only designs the security, but also receives private infor-

mation z and patience shock δ, then the seller’s relevant private information

consists of the particular outcome f ≡ E[F (X)|z] of E(F |Z) and the privately

known patience. The seller’s liquidation problem is

ΠF (f, δ) = max
p>0,q∈[0,1]

m(θF (p, q))q(p− δf). (H.1)

Here, the equilibrium liquidation schedule θF (p, q) and therefore profit function

ΠF (f, δ) depend on the structure of the security F . Before receiving private

information Z, the seller anticipates this dependency, and designs the security

F in order to induce the most favorable profit function Π(f, δ) to maximize his

expected profit. Letting V (F ) ≡ E[ΠF (E(F |Z))] denote the sellers expected

profit contingent on security F , the security design problem is

sup
F
V (F ).

Before solving for the optimal F , I first define the following restriction on the

conditional distribution of X given Z:
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Definition H.1. An outcome z of Z is a uniform worst case if, for any other

outcome z and any interval I ⊂ R+ of outcomes of X,

1. if ψ(X ∈ I|z) > 0, then ψ(X ∈ I|z) > 0;

2. the conditional of ψ(·|z) given X ∈ I has first-order stochastic dominance

over the conditional of ψ(·|z) given X ∈ I.

Note that the existence of a uniform worst case is weaker than the monotone

likelihood ratio property. I am now ready to solve for the optimal security F .

Proposition H.1. If there is a uniform worst case of asset-relevant infor-

mation, then even with search frictions and private information about seller

patience δ, among increasing monotone securities, a standard debt contract

F (X) = min(X, d) is an optimal security.

Proof. Using a strategy identical to the proof of Proposition 10 in DeMarzo

and Duffie (1999), I can show that given any increasing security G with g =

E[G(X)|z], then if F (X) = min[X, d] is a standard debt contract with f = g,

then for all z, g = E[G(X)|z] ≥ E[F (X)|z] = f . The profit function given in

(5) depends on the region [δ, δ̄] and the lower bound f , and is strictly decreasing

in δf . Of these parameters, ex ante the seller only has control over f when

designing the security, so write the profit function as Π(δf, f). Since Π(δf, f)

is decreasing in f for any δ ∈ [δ, δ̄], I have Π(δg, g) = Π(δg, f) ≤ Π(δf, f).

Because this inequality holds for any δ and any z, take expectations to get

V (F ) ≥ V (G). So standard debt is an optimal security.

The intuition here is similar to the intuition in DeMarzo and Duffie (1999).

Intuitively, debt is the security least sensitive to private information on the

underlying asset, so it minimizes the amount of information asymmetry, and

therefore also the amount of expected retention required to credibly convince

buyers that the asset is high value. Because standard debt is optimal for

any public patience δ, debt must also be optimal for any privately observed

random realization of δ, and therefore debt is optimal when patience δ is ex

ante uncertain.
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